
Investing in Airlines – A good idea? 

“If you want to be a millionaire, start with a billion dollars and launch a new airline.” – 

Richard Branson 
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the opposite is going on with more consoli-

dation and mergers, which reduces capac-

ity. Airlines have become so good at man-

aging capacity, it’s rare that you fly these 

days and see many empty seats. Also by 

using newer plans fuel consumption is 

being slashed. 

Two of the best know UK low cost carriers 

Easyjet (EZJ) and Ryanair (RYA) are both 

near all-time highs. One stock that has 

caught my interest is based in the USA 

and that is Spirit Airlines (SAVE).  

Spirit operates with a low cost model flying 

in the US, the Caribbean and Latin Ameri-

ca regions, serving 48 airports. Because of 

its lean price model since 2007, it has 

managed to be profitable in the last 5 

years, even during the period of fuel price 

volatility as well as economic recession. 

The average base fare was reported to be 

around $77-$85 in the period of 2009-

O 
ne of the hardest industries to 

make money in has to be air-

lines. You have volatile fuel 

prices, unions, weather, terrorism, regu-

lation, safety issues and a consumer that 

demands more and wants to pay less.  

Some years ago Warren Buffett tried his 

hand at airlines with US Airways and 

called it his biggest mistakes and made 

a substantial loss! 

Yet against this dark background some 

airlines stocks have been soaring, pun 

intended. So what’s going on? Well I be-

lieve some airlines are in a “sweet spot” 

where costs are being managed ex-

tremely well and prices are being pushed 

up. After a few years of price wars you 

will find that ticket prices are going up 

whatever the adverts claim. I don’t see 

many rushing out to start a new airline 

so competition is decreasing and in fact 

Airlines ETF—FAA Currently the ETF has 29 airlines with United Continental (UCL) being the biggest 

holding followed by Delta (DAL). No one can say for sure how long these happy days for this industry will 

continue but certainly the trend is better than it has been for many years.  

http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=DJM3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=SPM3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=XM3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=dym3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=bpm3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=dxm3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=clm3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=GCJ3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=kck3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=ojk3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=sbk3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=Wk3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=ctk3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=zrk3
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=EZJ.LS
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=RYA.LS
http://quotes-cust.barchart.com/pl/finbet_pl/texpert.asp?sym=SAVE
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-2011. So it’s very much a Ryanair of 

the US. The airline operates on an all 

airbus fleet, with the fleet of planes 

being less than 5 years old which is 

one of the youngest in the US. 

The stock is up over 100% since it 

listed in 2011 yet the P/E is still rea-

sonable on 15 coming down to 10. 

The balance sheet is strong and has 

plenty of opportunities to expand and 

has new A320 planes being deliv-

ered over the coming years. Bar any 

major disaster shares in Spirit have 

every chance to double again in the 

next 2 to 3 years.  

Airline ETF – (FAA) 

These days you can find an Exchange Traded Fund 

(ETF) for everything and the airline sector is no excep-

tion. So far the airline sector etf which trades on the 

AMEX exchange with the symbol FAA is up 20%. You 

see the factsheet here: http://

guggenheiminvestments.com/products/etf/faa  

Currently the ETF has 29 airlines with United Conti-

nental (UCL) being the biggest holding followed by 

Delta (DAL). No one can say for sure how long these 

happy days for this industry will continue but certainly 

the trend is better than it has been for many years. 

Back in the UK the old British Airways which is now 

known as International Consolidated Airlines 

(LSE:IAG) is also starting to show signs of life and is up 

30% so far this year. IAG counts much more on 

business and first class travel which is closely ties with 

the global economy. 

Dow 14200 reached – what next? 

What seemed insane and impossible back in 

September 2011 when the Dow was 10700 has now 

been achieved. Of course we did note get for 10700 to 

14300 all in a straight line so don’t expect the next 

3000 points to be easy but the overall trend and I 

talking years not weeks is still positive for the US. As 

stated in last month’s newsletter the new US oil and 

gas finds will have a significant positive effect on the 

US economy and lower electricity prices are very 

important to growth. Shortly after writing the newsletter 

http://guggenheiminvestments.com/products/etf/faa
http://guggenheiminvestments.com/products/etf/faa
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the CEO of Goldman Sachs, Lloyd Blank-

fein in a Bloomberg interview stated 

how important the new Oil & Gas finds 

are, go 10:30 in http://bloom.bg/

VT2dsW  

We remain in the seasonally bullish pe-

riod until at least mid-April then we will 

go in to the slower summer months (as 

shown in the graph) but the world will 

not stop and we will still have opportuni-

ties both long and short however it 

would be foolish to think the big returns 

we have made so far this year can con-

tinue indefinitely.  

Breaking Up is profitable 

Back at my May 2012 seminar I talked 

about the power off spin offs and how a 

large company can break up into parts 

can often give more value. It is not an 

overnight process however over the last 

few years we have done very well with 

Expedia/Tripadvisor, Conoco Phillips/

Phillips66 and Beam/Fortune Brands 

Home Security to name a few. 

Two companies that have recent caught my eye are 

Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) and 

Meadwestvaco (NYSE:MWV). 

Ingersoll-Rand is a diversified, glob-

al company that provides products, 

services and solutions to enhance 

the comfort of air in homes and 

buildings, transport and protect 

food and perishables, secure 

homes and commercial properties. 

IR-Ireland operates in four business 

segments: Climate Solutions, Resi-

dential Solutions, Industrial Tech-

nologies and Security Technolo-

gies. It generates revenue and 

cash primarily through the design, 

manufacture, sale and service of a 

diverse portfolio of industrial and 

commercial products that include 

Club Car, Ingersoll-Rand, Schlage, 

Thermo King and Trane. IR  plans to spin off the 

security division, buy back $2 

billion worth of stock, and raise 

its dividend 31%, to $0.21 per 

share. The announcement is a 

reaction to the activist stake 

taken by Trian Fund 

Management, the fund co-

founded by Nelson Peltz. Trian 

owns about 7% of the company 

and has secured a seat on the 

board. I still see value here and 

one worth holding for the next 12 

months, possible $75+. 

http://bloom.bg/VT2dsW
http://bloom.bg/VT2dsW
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Ride on the back of a very savvy breakup specialist. 

The second share has a connection 

in that Nelson Peltz has recently tak-

en a stake which is Meadwestvaco 

(NYSE:MWV) 

MeadWestvaco Corporation (MWV) 

is a global packaging company that 

provides packaging solutions to the 

healthcare, beauty and personal 

care, food, beverage, tobacco and 

home and garden industries. It other 

business operations serve the con-

sumer and office products, specialty 

chemicals, forestry and real estate 

markets. MWV’s segments include 

Packaging Resources, Consumer 

Solutions, Consumer & Office Prod-

ucts, Specialty Chemicals, and Com-

munity Development and Land Man-

agement. On December 30, 2011, it 

acquired Polytop Corporation, a com-

pany engaged in the design and 

manufacturing of dispensing clo-

sures serving the food and beauty 

and personal care packaging mar-

kets. 

The stock has really done nothing for 

the last 10 years but has recently 

spiked up on news that Nelson Peltz 

has taken a stake and is likely to ask 

for the company to make moves at 

spinning off and maybe asking them 

to sell divisions and return cash to 

shareholders. It’s hard to say what 

the upside is on this stock but the parts could easily 

fetch 30% or more than the current level and some of 

these divisions could be spun out as separate compa-

nies and unlock far better value. Your getting a free 

Risk Warning All trading and investing involves risk and you should only invest what risk capital that you can afford to lose. 

These trading ideas are based on buying Exchange Trading Funds  or stocks outright, should you decide to spread bet then oth-

er risks will be present. Only speculate with money you can afford to lose. Spread betting may not be suitable for all readers, 

therefore ensure you fully understand the risks involved. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Ulti-

mately all investment decisions are made by you. Insider Trader does not advise when to open or close a transaction. If you 

choose to open a transaction it is based on your own judgement and research and at your own risk. It is the responsibility of visi-

tors to this Site to ascertain the terms of and comply with any local law or regulation to which they are subject. 


